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Pax Novis

THE PAX ANNULS BOOK 1

Cira Antares is deeply loyal to two things: Pax Novis—her mother’s
ship that transports supplies across war-torn star systems—and her
personal mission to save war orphans. But hiding them as stowaways
on the ship is illegal, and if any of them were found, not even her
mother could protect Cira from the consequences.
She has successfully kept her secret…until supplies start to go missing.
Food. Clothing. Tools. All signs point to her stowaways, but they
wouldn’t do anything to risk exposing themselves—or her. Especially
not Riston, the oldest of the group and someone Cira has grown close
to. Someone she might even be falling in love with…
And petty thefts are only the beginning—whole ships are disappearing
now.
Not caught in a firefight. Not destroyed by another planet. Vanishing. Without a trace.
And Pax Novis is next.
Released November 2019 • Available through all major ebook retailers • ISBN: 9781640636637

War of Storms

THE RYOGAN CHRONICLES BOOK 3

The immortal mages have risen, and they’re out for blood.
Khya arrived at the Ryogan coast too late to stop the invasion. Now,
cities are falling before the unrelenting march of an enemy army, and
Khya’s squad is desperately trying to stay ahead of them. Warning the
Ryogans, though, means leaving her brother imprisoned even longer.
Time is running out for everyone.
But how can her squad of ten stand against an army of ten thousand?
Calling in help from every ally she’s made in Ryogo, Khya tries to build a
plan that won’t mean sacrificing her friends or her brother. It’s a tough
balance to find, especially when the leadership role she thought she
wanted sits heavy on her shoulders, and her relationship with Tessen is
beginning to crack under the strain.
The end is coming, and there’s no way to know who’ll be left standing when it hits.

Released November 2018 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781729278338
For additional information, contact:
Melissa Montovani, Entangled TEEN Publicist, melissa@entangledpublishing.com • Or Erica@byericacameron.com

Sea of Strangers
THE RYOGAN CHRONICLES BOOK 2

Know your enemy if you want to survive…
The only way for Khya to get her brother back alive is to kill Varan—
the immortal ruler who can’t be killed. But not even Varan knew what
he was doing when he perverted magic and humanity to become
immortal.
Khya’s leading her group of friends and rebels into the mountains that
hold Varan’s secrets, but if risking all their lives is going to be worth
it, she has to give up everything else—breaking the spell that holds
her brother captive and jeopardizing her deepening relationship with
Tessen, the boy who has been by turns her rival and refuge since her
brother disappeared. Immortality itself might be her only answer, but
if that’s where Khya has to go, she can’t ask Tessen or her friends to
follow.
Released December 2017 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781633758285

Island of Exiles

THE RYOGAN CHRONICLES BOOK 1

In Khya’s world, every breath is a battle.
On the isolated desert island of Shiara, dying young is inevitable. The
clan comes before self, and protecting her home means Khya is a
warrior above all else.
But when following the clan and obeying their leaders could cost her
brother his life, Khya’s home becomes a deadly trap. The only person
who can help is Tessen, her lifelong rival and the boy who challenges
her at every turn. The council she hoped to join has betrayed her,
and their secrets, hundreds of years deep, reach around a world she’s
never seen.
To save her brother’s life and her island home, her only choice is to
trust Tessen, turn against her clan, and go on the run—a betrayal and
a death sentence.
Released February 2017 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781633755925

For additional information, contact:
Melissa Montovani, Entangled TEEN Publicist, melissa@entangledpublishing.com • Or Erica@byericacameron.com

Assassins: Nemesis
ASSASSINS BOOK 2

Being orphaned and almost kidnapped in the space of a week sent
Blake Marks into hiding. For months, Blake tries to help the Calvers—a
family of vigilante bodyguards—investigate the people behind the hit
on Blake’s father, Isaac, but then the safehouse is compromised. Just
as hired thugs storm the house to grab Blake, Daelan Calver dives into
the fight, getting them both out alive.
Hiding isn’t an option anymore, but hit squads, under-the-table deals,
and international espionage? Blake has no idea how to handle any of
it, not even with Daelan’s family there to play teachers. The one thing
Blake knows for sure is that there are only two options: keep up with
the Calvers or get out of their way.
But even with the Calvers’ help and the glimmer of a possible future
with Daelan giving Blake hope, chances of survival keep shrinking. The
man who ordered the hit on Isaac may be dead, but his partner is
viciously cold-blooded, and her plans could change the course of history. Blake wants to finish what
Isaac started, but it’s looking like someone is going to die before this is over. And that someone might
be Blake.
Released January 2017 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781626494244

Assassins: Discord
ASSASSINS BOOK 1

Kindra’s moral compass has never pointed north, but that’s what
happens when you’re raised as an assassin and a thief. At sixteen,
she’s fantastic with a blade, an expert at slipping through the world
unnoticed, and trapped in a life she didn’t chose. But nothing in her
training prepares her for what happens when her father misses a target.
In the week-long aftermath, Kindra breaks rank for the first time in her
life. She steals documents, starts questioning who their client is and
why the target needs to die, botches a second hit on her father’s target,
and is nearly killed. And that’s before she’s kidnapped by a green-eyed
stranger connected to a part of her childhood she’d almost forgotten.
Kindra has to decide who to trust and which side of the battle to fight
for. She has to do it fast and she has to be right, because the wrong
choice will kill her just when she’s finally found something worth living
for.
Released September 2016 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781626494220
For additional information, contact:
Amelia Vaughn, Riptide/Triton Publicist, amelia.vaughn@riptidepublishing.com

Taken by Chance
LAGUNA TIDES BOOK 1

A single chance encounter can change your life.
Despite being the son of Hollywood’s hottest director, Dare Andrews
has managed to steer clear of the paparazzi for seventeen years. But
when his ex-girlfriend sells a tell-all interview to the tabloids, he’s
suddenly hounded by fans and reporters alike. Dare is getting cynical
fast, so he’s unprepared to meet a glass-half-full girl like Chance.
And unprepared for the consequences after he helps her save face.
Pretending to be the new guy in her life was easy enough when she
was being dumped by her boyfriend, but the lie backfires.
What started as a random act of chivalry becomes something deeper
as Dare and Chance find themselves trapped in their charade. The
problem is that the more Dare gets to know Chance, the less fake their
relationship feels. But secrets they both keep threaten their future,
and with new storms overhead, will Chance’s lessons in optimism be
enough to help Dare find the silver lining?
Released May 2015 • Available through all major retailers • EBOOK ONLY

Loyalty and Lies
LAGUNA TIDES BOOK 2

Sometimes you hit rock bottom and discover a whole new level of suck.
Moving to California last year was supposed to distance Axl Derringer
from the drinking, drugs, and dangerous friends he left in Chicago
after they landed him handcuffed to a hospital bed. It worked until
Homecoming night when he broke his sobriety and blacked out.
One month later, Axl’s girlfriend Gloria tells him she’s pregnant, that he’s
the father, and that it happened on the one night he can’t remember.
And it’s all downhill from there: mandatory AA meetings, visits to his
probation officer, and dealing with the stress of Gloria’s vicious rumors
plus a visit from his Chicago friends. To top it all off, he’s forced into
a project partnership with Gloria’s best friend Rory, a girl who kind of
wants to kill him.
A paternity suit, betrayals of trust, insurmountable loss—it’s basically
the senior year from hell. After a while Axl starts to believe that not even proving that Gloria is lying
will be enough to put his life back together again. But then hope appears from one of the last places
he expects and he realizes he may finally be ready to trust someone with his heart.
Released August 2015 • Available through all major retailers • EBOOK ONLY
For additional information, contact Erica@byericacameron.com

Sing Sweet Nightingale
THE DREAM WAR SAGA BOOK 1

Mariella Teagen hasn’t spoken a word in four years.
She pledged her voice to Orane, the man she loves—someone she
only sees in her dreams. Each night, she escapes to Paradise, the world
Orane created for her, and she sings for him. Mariella never believed
she could stay in Paradise longer than a night, but two weeks before her
eighteenth birthday, Orane hints that she may be able to stay forever.
Hudson Vincent made a pledge to never fight again.
Calease, the creature who created his dream world, swore that giving
up violence would protect Hudson. But when his vow causes the death
of his little brother, Hudson turned his grief on Calease and destroyed
the dream world. The battle left him with new abilities and disturbing
visions of a silent girl in grave danger—Mariella.
Now, Hudson is fighting to save Mariella’s life while she fights to give it away. And he must find a way
to show her Orane’s true intentions before she is lost to Paradise forever.
Released March 2014 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781937053963

Deadly Sweet Lies
THE DREAM WAR SAGA BOOK 2

Nadette Lawson knows when you’re lying.
Every night for the past two years, the Balasura have visited her dreams,
enticing her to enter their world. And every night she’s seen through
their lies. Now, they’re tired of playing in the shadows and they begin
to stalk her in the waking world. It’s no longer just an invitation; if
Nadette doesn’t join them, they’ll take her family. Forever. She needs
help, and the haven she’s seeking may be just out of reach.
Julian Teagan is a master of deception.
To survive, he has to convince the world his mother isn’t useless, that
everything’s fine, otherwise he’ll lose what little he has left in this life.
He knows the lying won’t be enough to keep him and his mother in
the shadows, but it’s all he knows. The only light of truth is Orane, a
Balasura who sees past Julian’s facade and challenges him to face the
darkness.
Then Orane is killed, and Julian learns his mentor was far from innocent. The Balasura have hunted
children like him for centuries, and their next target, Nadette is his one chance at finally being a part
of something real. If Julian can just convince her to trust him…
Released August 2015 • Available through all major retailers • ISBN: 9781633920118
For additional information, contact Erica@byericacameron.com
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